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Abstract 
We introduce certain modified Szasz-Mirakyan operators in exponen­
tial weighted spaces of functions of two variables and we study approxi­
mation properties of these operators. 
The similar theorems for functions of one variable were given in [3]. 
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1 Introduct ion 
1.1 Let as in [1], for q > 0, 
vq(x) := e~
qx, xeR0:= [0, 4-oo). (1) 
Now, for given p, q > 0, we define the weighted function 
vP,q(x,y) := vp(x)vq(y), (x,y) e R
2
0 : = J?o x -Ro, (2) 
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and next the weighted space CPA of all real-valued functions / continuous on 
RQ for which vp,qf is uniformly continuous and bounded on RQ. The norm on 
Cp^q is defined by the formula 
l l / I U = ll/(-,-)llp, g:= sup vp,q(x,y)\f(x,y)\. (3) 
(x,y)€R2 
The modulus of continuity of / £ CPA we define as usual by the formula 
uj(f,Cp,q;tut2) := sup | | A M / ( . , . ) I U . h,t2 > 0 , (4) 
0<h<ti,0<5<t2 
where A M / ( x , y) := f(x + h,y + S)- f(x, y) and (x + h,y + S)e RQ. 
From (4) it follows that 
lim u(f,Cp,q;t1,t2)~0 (5) 
tl,t2~»0+ 
for every / 6 Cp,g, p, q; > 0. 
Moreover let Cp be the set of all functions / e CPA which first partial 
derivatives belong also to Cp,q. 
1.2 In this paper we introduce the following class of operators in Cp^q. 
Definition 1 Let r,s 6 N := {1, 2 , . . . } be fixed numbers. For functions f € 
Cp,q, PiQ > 0, we de/me the operators Amin(f;p,q,r,s;x,y) = ^im ,n(/;x,H) 
-4-m,n(J 5 ^ ' 2/J : ~ 
(m„ + l)j (ny + l)k f j + r k + s i y-N -r-^ ymx -f i ; - yuy -f L ; 
g(mx + l;r)g(ny + l;s) ~^£^0 0' +
 r ) ! (fc + s)! V m + i 9 ' n + ^ y ' 
(6) 
for (x,y) e RQ, m,n £ N, where 
00 t{ 
^ r ) = E ( ^ > -frrt.€/lo, (7) 
i.e. 
r - l 
3(0;r) = i ff(t>r)_ILt_£*M ift>0_ 
In [3] were examined the operators 
* ,o N - v ^ (nx + l)k „ (k + r\ Ar . An / ; P , r ; x := — — — - V \ , , /. / — — , r € N, P > 0, 8 o(nx + l ; r ) ^ (k + r)! Vn + py 
/c=0 
for functions of one variable, belonging to exponential weighted spaces. 
In this paper we shall give similar results for operators Am,n(f). 
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From (6)-(8) we deduce that -4m ,n( / ) are well defined in every space Cp,q, 
p,q > 0. Moreover for fixed r,s e N and p,q > 0 we have 
Am,n(l;p,q,r,s;x,y) = 1 for (x,y) € RQ, m,n e N, (9) 
and if / e CPA and f(x, y) = fi(x)f2(y) for all (x, y) e RQ, then we have 
Am,n(f;P> q, r, s; x, y) = Am(fi;p, r; x)An(f2; q, s; y) (10) 
for all (x,y) e RQ and m,n e N. 
In this paper by Mk(&i, . . . , a j ) we shall denote suitable positive constants 
depending only on indicated parameters ot\,..., ay. 
2 Lemmas and theorems 
2.1 In this section we shall give some properties of the above operators, which 
we shall apply to the proofs of the main theorems. 
In the paper [3] were proved the following two lemmas for An(f;p, r; •) de-
fined by (8). 
Lemma 1 Let p > 0 and r e N be fixed numbers. Then for all x e RQ and 
n e N we have 
An(l;p,r;x) = 1, 
A (J. \ 1 ~PX 1 
An(t-x;p,r;x) = 
An((t-x)
2;p,r;x) = ( ^ ) + 
v ' \n+p/ 
n + p (n-\~p)(r - l)\g(nx + 1; r) 
2 
1 - px \ nx + 1 1 - na; - 2px + r 
{n + pf (n + p) J ( r - l ) ! 9 (ni + l;r) ' 
; 1 , l , , ; > , f ; i)s»(i";'f ' ' -;vi, . ) 1 W i 
#(nr + l ; r ) 
A n ( ( t - x )
2 e p t ; p , r ; x ) = 
+ (nx + l)eP/(^P)-2x(n + p)+r e P r / ( n 4 . p ) < 
(n + p)2(r - 1)\ g(nx + 1; r) 
Lemma 2 FOr every fixed p > 0 and r e N there exist positive constants 
Mi = Afj(p, r ) . t = 1,2, suc/i i/iai /Or a// x e RQ, n e N 
vp(x)An(l/vp(t);p,r;x)<Mi, (11) 
г>P(x)Л„((ť-я)
2/г;p(ť);p,r;x) < M2 
x + l \ 2 J + l ' 
n + pj n + p 
(12) 
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Applying Lemma 2, we can prove the basic property of -Am,n(/)-
Lemma 3 For fixed p, q > 0 and r,s G N there exists a positive constant 
M3 = Ms(p,q,r,s) such that 
| |-Am ,n(l/vM(*^);p,«,r,5;- l-j | |M < M 3 form,neN. (13) 
Moreover for every f £ CPA we have 
||-4TO,n(/;p,g,r,S;.,.)llp,g < M3 | | / | | M form,ne N, r,se N. (14) 
The formulas (6)-(7) and the inequality (14) show that Am^n, m,n G jN. defined 
by (6) are linear positive operators from the space CPA into Cp,q. 
Proof The inequality (13) follows immediately from (2), (10) and (11). 
If / G CPA and r,s G N, then from (6) and (3) we get 
\\Amin{f;p,q,r,s)\\pq< | | / | | M ||.Am,n(l/i;p,9;p,g,r,5)||P)g, m,nGiV, 
which by (13) implies (14). This completes the proof of Lemma 3. • 
2.2 Now we shall give two theorems on the degree of approximation of 
functions by Am,n defined by (6). 
Let 
( x -h 1 \
 2 x 4-1 
^P) + ^ + 7 ' x€R(h m€K p > 0 > (15) 
*».-(v) := f ^ ) + ^ T , 2/ € #0, n 6 At, g > 0. (16) 
\n + qj n + q 
Theorem 1 Suppose that f e Cp>9 with fixed p,q > 0. Then there exists a 
positive constant M4 = Mi(p,q,r,s) such that for all m,n G N, r,s € N and 
(x, y) € R% 
Vp,q(x,y)\Am,n(f;p,q,r,s;x,y) - f(x,y)\pq < 
< M4 { l l / i l lM^m.pW + | | / £ | | p , , v
/ W v ) } • (17) 
Proof Let (x,y) e i ^ b e a fixed point. Then for / € Cp q we have 
/(*, z) - f(x, y)= I f'u(u, z) du + f f'v(x, v) dv, (t, z) € R
2
0. 
J X J y 
From this and by (9) we get 
-4m,n(/(*> «);Pi 9» r, ;̂ *> 2/) - / (z , y) = 
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= Am,n ( / fu(u,z)du;p,q,r,s;x,y\ + Am,„ ( / fv(x,v)dv;p,q,r,s;x,y\ . 
(18) 
By (l)-(3) we háve 
\f f'u(u,z)du\<\\f%Áf ~^-. 
\J x I \J x vP,q\U"> ' 
< ll/xlU / 
1 1 
+ \t — x\ KVp,q(t,z) VPiQ(x,z) 
which by (1), (2), (6) and (8)-(10) and Lemma 1 implies that 
vP,q(x,y) -4m ,n ( / fu(u,z)du;p,qr,s;x,y\ 
;p,q,r,s;x,y <vv,q(x,y)Arn,n[ \ fu(u,z)du 
< Wf'x\\p,qvpAxiy) \Am,n ( j—r;p,q,r,s;x,y 
( \*-A W 
+ -4m ,n 7 -;p,q,r,s;x,y) \ 
\Vp,q(x,z) J) 
< Wf'x\\p,qVq(y)An I 7 7 3 ^ , 5 ; y J |Up(a;)-4m \^-^-;p,r;x) 
+ Am(\t-x\;p,r;x)}. 
Applying the Holder inequality, (7), (11)—(12) and Lemmas 1-2, we get 
1 n 
Am (\t -x\;p, r; x) < {Am((t - x)
2;p, r; x)-4m(l;p, r; x)} 
<M5(p,r) 
VpyXjAf) 
x+iү x + 1 





- {Vp{x)Am(^w";PîГ;x)} {Vp{x)Лm{шњr;x)} 
<M6(p,r) 
x + i y x + i 
1/2 
jn + p) m + pj 
for x £ RQ and m € N. From this and in view of Lemma 2 we deduce that 
vv,q(x,y) -4m ,n í / f'u(u, z)du; p, q, r, s; x, y < 
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< M7(P>Q,r,s)\\fx\\Piqy$m,P(
x)> rneN. 
Analogously we obtain 
vP,q(x,y) Amfn i / fv(
x,v)dv;p,q,r,s;x,y) 
< M8(p>q,r,s)\\fy\\PiqyJyn,q(y), neN. 
Combining these estimations, we derive from (18): 
vp>q(x, y) |-4m,n(/;p, q, r, s; x, y) - f(x, y)\ < 
< Mi{\\f%,qy/*rntP(*) + \\fy\\p«y/*ntq(v) } , 
for all m,ne N, (x, y) € .Rg. This ends the proof of (17). D 
Theorem 2 Suppose that f € CP:q, p,q > 0. Then there exists a positive 
constant M9 = Mg(p, q, r, s) such that 
vp%q(x,y)\Am,n(f',P,q,r,s]x,y)- f(x;y)\ < 
<M9u (f,Cp,q; yJ^ZJx), y/^Mj (19) 
for all (x, y) € RQ, m,n e N and r,s G N. 
Proof We apply the Steklov function f^s for / e Cv^q 
fh,s(x,y):=-^J du J f(x + u,y + v)dv, (x,y) € R%, h,5 > 0. (20) 
From (20) it follows that 
fh,s(x,y) ~f(x,y) = — J du J AUtVf(x,y)dv, 
(fh,s)'x(x, y) = Ys J ( A M / ( Z > y) - A0,„/(x, y)) dv, 
(fh,s)'y(x, y) = J^f (&u,sf(x, y) - AUt0f(x, y)) du. 
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| | ( / M ) J <2S-1w(f,Cp,q;h,S), (23) 
'P,<7 
for all h, S > 0. 
Observe that 
v M ( x , y) | -4 m , n ( / ;p , g, r, s; x, y) - f(x, y)\ < 
-? VP,<?(^ 2/) {|-4m,n (/(*, z) - fh,s(t, z):p, q, r, s; x, y)\ 
+ |-4m ,n ( / M ( * » z);p, g, r, s; x, y) - / M ( x , y)| 
+ | / M ( x , y ) - / ( x , y ) | } : = T 1 + T 2 + T3. 
By (3), (14) and (21) we obtain 
T i < p m , n ( / - / M ; p ^ 
T3<u;(f,Cp,q;h,5). 
Applying Theorem 1 and (22) and (23), we get 
T2 < M4 { | | ( /M)LIU y/*m,P{x) + ||(/M) J A / W ^ ) | I, v II "p,9 v J 
< 2M4a>(/,C3M;M) | / i -y^m ,p(x) + r
1y^n,<?(y)j . 
From the above we deduce that there exists a positive constant Mi 0 = 
Mio(p, q, r, 5) such that 
VP,q(Xi y) |-4m,n(/; p, q, T, S\ X, y) - f(x, y)\ < 
< M10u;(f,CPjq;h,S) j l + h~
l^mAx) + *~VWtf)} . (24) 
for (x,y) G i?g, m , n € JV and b, J > 0. Now for fixed x,y G i?0, m,n e N, 
p,q > 0, setting /i = y / $ m ^ ( x ) and (5 = y/^n,q(y) to (24), we obtain the 
assertion of Theorem 2. • 
From Theorem 2 and the property (5) follows 
Corollary If f € Cp,q, p,q>0 and r,s e N, then 
lim Am,n(f; P, q, r, 5; x, y) = f(x, y) (25) 
7 7 1 , 7 1 — • O O 
for (x,y) e RQ. Moreover (25) holds uniformly on every rectangle 0 < x < x0, 
0 < y < y0. 
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